The Smart Museum's Feitler Center for Academic Inquiry is eager to support your virtual or in-person teaching with the museum's collections and exhibitions.

TEACHING GALLERY & CURRICULAR EXHIBITIONS
This fall the Smart will introduce an expanded 2,000 sq. ft. teaching gallery with wall space reserved for individual classes. In connection with their syllabus, instructors can request to have an artwork or cluster of works put on temporary display for students to view individually. Feitler Center staff can assist with developing looking prompts or related writing assignments connected to these displays. Please contact Berit Ness to learn more.

VIRTUAL CLASS ENGAGEMENT
Feitler Center staff can provide the following services if you are interested in teaching with the Smart's collection or exhibitions remotely:

- Selecting relevant artworks that are in dialogue with the themes, goals, and/or discussion topics of your course
- Providing high-resolution images of objects, when available
- Sharing background research material on individual artworks
- Joining your class via Zoom to speak about the Smart collection or exhibition artworks

To request any of the above services, or to share other suggestions and ideas, please contact Berit Ness to discuss.
EXHIBITIONS
The Smart Museum is currently planning to be open in the 2020-21 academic year with the following exhibitions on view:

- **TAKE CARE**
  Thematic group exhibition from the museum’s permanent collection
  scheduled for fall and winter quarters

- **CLAUDIA WIESER: GENERATIONS**
  Mid-career survey of Berlin-based artist
  scheduled for fall quarter

- **not all realisms**
  Photography in and of Africa during the 1960s
  scheduled for winter quarter

- **LUST, LOVE, AND LOSS IN RENAISSANCE EUROPE**
  Glimpses into the lives, desires, and fears of 15th-17th c. Europeans
  scheduled for winter quarter

  *note that the galleries will be closed during spring quarter for HVAC maintenance, however class collections visits and virtual engagement will continue*

Please contact Berit Ness to learn more or discuss engaging with these exhibitions in your physical or virtual classrooms.

Full descriptions can be found at:
https://smartmuseum.uchicago.edu/exhibitions/upcoming-exhibitions/

CO-CURRICULAR ENGAGEMENT
The Smart Museum is planning a robust series of virtual programs in conjunction with its exhibitions. Please check back on the museum’s events calendar for more information. If you are interested in integrating a program into your curriculum, please contact Aaron Wilder.